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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Two opportunities to show your colors mates! I apologize that I'm 4 
getting this announced so late. The person alerting me to this did 5 
EVERYTHING RIGHT — got it to me on Thursday, a full week 6 
before the event. Somehow I did not get the message. Many receive 7 
this Friday night, so you'll get it in time. Two opportunities: one in 8 
SLO and one here in Santa Maria. August 29, 11-12—Freedom 9 
Rally on the Corner of Los Osos Valley Road and Froom Ranch 10 
Way in front of Target in SLO. In SM, 10-12, at the Stowell 11 
overpass we will gather to BACK THE BLUE — parking in Trader 12 
Joe's parking lot. BACK THE BLUE — Stowell overpass, SM 10-12. 13 
I'll see you there. 14 
Andy Caldwell for Congress!!!! 15 
Okay my friends — it's time for your Brain Massage~ 16 
[TRUTH] 17 
If the libs did it—a paraplegic Congressional candidate manages to 18 
rise from his wheel chair for the Pledge and an NPR Lib go 19 
apoplectic—accused him of trying to undermine the kneelers. 20 
Malania speaks with an accent and Bette Meddler criticizes her 21 
saying "she still can't speak English," and snidely called her an 22 
"illegal alien." Tapper piles on Alice Johnson—a black lady that got 23 
life+25 for a first time drug offense, who totally reformed her life 24 
and received a Pardon from Trump. Yeah! You already know this, 25 
but the fact is modern democrats are mean, nasty, unhappy, 26 
jealous, envious, and evil people. If there are any out there that are 27 
levelheaded, reasonable, rationale, kind and generous—they must 28 
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be hiding out, probably afraid of all the mean, nasty, angry, 29 
irrational, jealous, envious, hateful, and crazy people in their party.  30 
This scares us! The left is crowing: "Over 100 ex-staff members 31 
for John McCain endorse Biden." "Romney 2012 staffers unite 32 
behind effort to elect Biden." "More than 100 Bush-McCain-33 
Romney alums go for Biden." Reminds me of something I said 34 
back in the day Republicans were talking about the "big tent." I 35 
said then that the big tent philosophy would neutralize the 36 
effectiveness of the Republican Party by allowing liberals to ride 37 
into power on Reagan's coat tails. I said they would be a bane — a 38 
cause for great distress, annoyance, and irritation—an impediment 39 
to advancing the conservative agenda to preserve and prosper our 40 
Republic! I was right! We began calling them RINOs in the 90s. 41 
(Actually, the phrase Republican in name only began circulation 42 
back in the 20s and reemerged in the 50s and 80s but the Acronym, 43 
RINO, so far as I can discover, was standardized as political jargon 44 
in the 90s.) Something else to be grateful to Trump for is how his 45 
Presidency has exposed and disenfranchised these RINOS. Look, 46 
when backstabbing traitors leave, that's a good thing!  47 
NBA demands Trump resign or they will take their basketball and 48 
go home!!! I think these guys have an inflated sense of their 49 
importance. 50 
D. Rep — Ayanna Pressley calls for “unrest in the streets." She 51 
explains it's the only way to put pressure on us to make the changes 52 
they demand! Folks, you have a President in office right now that 53 
would have taken care of this in a big way—but you are too blind 54 
to see it. 55 
Rand Paul and Kellyanne harassed and threatened by BLM mob 56 
when returning from RNC Convention. Rand calls for FBI 57 
investigation. Believes the mob intended to kill him and Kellyanne. 58 
DEMS calling on BLM/ANTIFA to tone it down! Dinesh rightly 59 
observes—now they call for calm—when the polls show the 60 
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American people are turning from them in droves. I understand 61 
that in Wisconsin the approval rating for BLM has gone from +25 62 
to 0. No one likes these people! They have worn out our sympathy 63 
and their welcome. But the left has unleashed the whirlwind—but 64 
not to worry! Ha, I read a tweet, forget who put it out there—65 
Hurricane Laura is destructive but "mostly peaceful." You are 66 
watching the same news I am—who are these brain dead reporters 67 
that keep positioning themselves in front of burning buildings and 68 
cars reporting — the protests are "mostly peaceful"? They must 69 
have got their training at Baghdad Bob's school of journalism. 70 
So, what will the left do with this? What else—Blame Trump! 71 
Left blames Trump for unrest, riots—Durkin of Seattle, Buttigieg, 72 
MSM, and the whole Soros brigade. A new mantra being floated 73 
right now, in hopes it will take hold, all of this is happening on 74 
Trump's watch. That's what passes as evidence it's all Trump's fault. 75 
Dinesh astutely observed this is rather like blaming the 76 
assassination of JFK on JFK because, after all, it did happen on his 77 
watch. The Democrats depend on stupidity; their own, and others. 78 
They have lost the majority—they know that! They are desperately 79 
hanging on to the roughly 30% of American voters that are made 80 
up mostly of University student-socialists, liberal-plantation 81 
dependents, and liberal government workers. They have mobilized 82 
the angry mob in hopes Americans will decide it's Trump's fault; 83 
with a secondary hope they can intimidate Middle-America voters 84 
to choose peace rather than war with the Devil. They are playing 85 
for the vote of the same sort that cave in to the demands of their 86 
screaming two year old. They are counting on controlling 87 
Americans through fear, and stupidity. 88 
Meanwhile, quietly, Americans are preparing. They see the storm 89 
clouds gathering, and they are quietly getting ready for war! 90 
Many have a gut instinct that tells them no matter which way it 91 
goes November 3, there is going to be war! I've been warning about 92 
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this for at least 10 years. I've predicted that the rhetoric wars will 93 
devolve into physical war unless we have a spiritual renewal, a 94 
revival, and unless we do something about our public schools and 95 
Universities. I've warned that the polarization of America is 96 
reaching the snapping point. Over and over I've warned about this. 97 
Actually, from longer ago that 10 years — and now we see the 98 
beginning fulfillment of that prediction.  99 
5 million NEW GUN OWNERS in 2020. I said, "new gun owners." 100 
I'm talking about people who never owned a gun before. 40% of all 101 
firearm sales were first time buyers. 58% were black Americans; 102 
40% women. Sales nearly doubled, and ammunitions sales up 139% 103 
from 2019. These are not hunters, folks! These people are buying a 104 
gun to protect themselves from what Democrat Mayors and 105 
Governors are doing to their states and cities. The message has 106 
been received: Democrat run cities and states are NOT GOING TO 107 
PROTECT YOU! You are going to have to prepare to protect 108 
yourself.  109 
But there is one hope! Vote every Democrat OUT OF OFFICE. 110 
Demand these Democrat governors resign, or recall them. Rise up 111 
in force against these Democrat Mayors—and show them the 112 
POWER OF THE PEOPLE. Vote Trump — the radicals burning 113 
down our cities own Biden — but no one owns Trump. If you want 114 
someone who is going to fight for LAW AND ORDER and 115 
AMERICA AS FOUNDED and JUSTICE for ALL — vote Trump! 116 
The RNC Convention was over the top awesome! The fireworks 117 
were stunning! Ave Maria? Not so much. That whole Mother of 118 
God thing, and calling on the dead to pray for us—the LIVING 119 
SAVIOUR advocates for us, not any dead saint. Maybe you can 120 
talk with Mary after the resurrection, but … haha! 121 
Anyway, God Bless America was very well done! But the 122 
fireworks—wow!  123 
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And yet, nothing stood out above Trump's speech! I wanted to 124 
finish my remarks on Biden's speech and then we will compare 125 
Trump's speech. 126 
So, hold on through the break; I'll be right back. 127 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 128 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 129 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 130 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 131 
liberty. 132 
Remember I told you the libs orchestrated our reaction to this 133 
pandemic in order to remove Trump's stunning achievements 134 
from the campaign? We have never reacted to an outbreak like this. 135 
Shutting down the economy, and beating Americans down with 136 
fear, was all calculated to stop the Trump economy juggernaut! 137 
And it succeeded. The Devil is not stupid! We should not be 138 
surprised that the children under his influence and power are wise 139 
to do evil, to bring destruction, death, misery—that's what the 140 
Devil is best at. So they destroyed the economy, and succeeded to 141 
terrorize many Americans—all so Biden could say this: "Just judge 142 
this president on the facts. 5 million American infected with 143 
COVID-19. More than 170,000 have died. By far the worst 144 
performance of any nation on Earth. More than 50 million people 145 
have filed for unemployment this year. More than 10 million 146 
people are going to lose their health insurance this year. Nearly one 147 
in 6 small businesses have closed this year. If this president is re-148 
elected we know what will happen. Cases and deaths will remain 149 
far too high. More mom and pop businesses will close their doors 150 
for good. Working families will struggle to get by, and yet, the 151 
wealthiest one percent will get tens of billions of dollars in new tax 152 
breaks": and on and on ad nauseam.  153 
Setting aside for the moment the fact that the China virus case and 154 
death count has been manipulated by the LIARS and CHEATS on 155 
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the LEFT — setting aside the fact that in spite of all their efforts on 156 
the contrary, the death rate in America is less than 2% at present 157 
and dropping, setting aside the fact that Trump has acted earlier 158 
and more aggressively to do something about this than any 159 
President has ever before—setting aside the fact Cuomo, Newsome, 160 
Whitmere, Wolf and some other yahoo—sent China virus infected 161 
elderly patients to their deaths knowing their policy would lead to 162 
their deaths—setting aside all this and more—for Biden to talk 163 
about the millions who lost their job because of this ridiculous 164 
overreaction to the China virus is so over the top insulting it's hard 165 
to find words adequate to express the enormity of the outrage: 166 
Obama-Biden presided over the near total destruction of our 167 
economy, and over a period in which the rich got richer while the 168 
poor got poorer like never before—when unemployment hit record 169 
highs, when especially Blacks and Hispanics suffered most—when 170 
Congress under Liberal control behaved like the Communist 171 
Politburo in Russia during the height of the Soviet Union 172 
dictatorship—. 173 
But I think the American people see through this smoke screen 174 
created by the LEFT. I think it's going to backfire on them. I trust 175 
GOD will blow the smoke out of the eyes of AMERICANS and 176 
they will SEE the TRUTH — that Trump has fought for 177 
AMERICA, and for AMERICANS. They will see that our economy 178 
is in tatters because of what LIBERALS have done — because of 179 
Liberal policies. I think all they have succeeded to do is 180 
demonstrate vividly that these establishment politicians have 181 
betrayed America—. 182 
I said on my Comfort & Counsel For the Present Distress 183 
livestream last night liberal politicians leading this oppression and 184 
destruction of the economy are traitors and their cohorts in the 185 
streets are terrorists. That's right! I would not even give what these 186 
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people are doing the dignity of a Civil War or a revolution. It's 187 
TREASON perpetrated by use of TERRORISTS.  188 
I'm beginning to hear and read declarations openly declaring that 189 
we have entered a state of CIVIL WAR in this country. 190 
But, actually, that’s not true. The MSM and DEMONCRAT 191 
POLITICIANS are covertly agitating for war—the LEFT is sending 192 
out the message, loud and clear, that unless we turn government 193 
power over to them, they are going to escalate the violence.  194 
However, this is not a revolution—we are under attack by anti-195 
American terrorists being aided and abetted by Demoncrat 196 
TRAITORS. 197 
It’s true that the DEMONCRAT PARTY has declared war on 198 
AMERICA. They have been engaged in covert ideological war 199 
against America for a very long time. And they go so close—they 200 
were on the cusp of "transforming America" — removing us from 201 
our foundation in Christian principles of governance, and 202 
resettling America on a foundation of Satanic Marxist socialist 203 
oppression of the people. A system that enriches the Obama's and 204 
the Biden's and their families while it impoverishes the hoi polloi. 205 
They were that close to totally selling out America to China, and 206 
Russia, and Iran; they were within reach of their goal to destroy 207 
Israel, and bury the American dream, and destroy the last hope of 208 
LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL in this world. 209 
But GOD had mercy, He moved and Trump was swept into 210 
POWER—a TRUE AMERICAN, someone who LOVES 211 
AMERICA, who acknowledges GOD, and trusts liberty, and 212 
worked to improve the lives of all men and women in this 213 
country—and under his leadership America made a comeback that 214 
stunned the world—it had all globalists on their heels—reeling 215 
from the resurgence of American exceptionalism, the rise again of 216 
GOD AND COUNTRY PATRIOTISM — all symbolized in the 217 
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MAGA hat worn boldly by the Sandmann — Oh yeah! But back to 218 
the point that what we are experiencing has none of the 219 
characteristics of our own NOBLE REVOLUTION of WE THE 220 
PEOPLE in 1776. This is a petty effort on the part of criminals to 221 
rob and pillage their neighbors. 222 
This is not a Civil War. Not yet! It’s not yet formally the case that 223 
one duly constituted State has declared war on the Federal 224 
Government, nor has the Federal Government declared war on a 225 
State or group of States. 226 
This is an insurrection of traitors subverting government power 227 
against the people and the Constitution they swore falsely to 228 
uphold using terrorists and thieve to advance their purpose to 229 
conquer America and enslave the people. It's greedy politicians 230 
who use government power to enrich themselves—can anyone 231 
spell BIDEN—and are willing to sell us out to do it! These are 232 
useful to those that hate America, who despise that she is "one 233 
nation UNDER GOD," and under the influence and control of 234 
SATAN himself, work to take this country under the power of 235 
SATAN—to get America out of his way so he can advance his 236 
globalist agenda of world wide oppression. These worshippers of 237 
Mammon control most of the world—but America keeps getting in 238 
the way.  239 
It's all about traitors using terrorists, and thieves greedy to take 240 
from others what they are too lazy and undisciplined to work for 241 
themselves. This is not Americans attacking Americans over a 242 
dispute about succession and slavery. It's treason and terrorism 243 
and theft.  244 
Friend, listen to these people. They declare themselves to be NON-245 
AMERICANS. They tell you they are not American.  246 
Listen! We need to call this what it is and attack it accordingly. 247 
These governors and mayors that are encouraging this wanton 248 
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destruction of lives and property are traitors. They are doing this to 249 
advance their political agenda—nothing could be more obvious 250 
and nothing could be more odious. Wake up! Stand up! Speak up! 251 
And shut them down—. 252 
We are under assault by TRAITORS and TERRORISTS. 253 
But we have the TRUMP CARD! haha! But, really! And he played 254 
it deftly at the Convention—oh yeah~! The Dems played their 255 
trick—but our President dropped the TRUMP on them and took 256 
the trick! (Ever play Pinochle?) 257 
They—and I mean the Democrat political Traitors and their 258 
cohorts the America hating terrorists—who have descended to 259 
chanting "Death to America," I kid you not—with the petty low life 260 
thieves using these terrorists and traitors for cover to steal from 261 
their neighbors and call it reparations—They will attempt to steal 262 
the election, and if they can't steal it, they'll try to destroy America, 263 
but we have the TRUMP CARD. 264 
He is not owned by the elites, Satan can't buy him; his allegiance is 265 
to CHRIST THE KING and AMERICA AS FOUNDED. The 266 
remnant is stirring — Christ's Churches are exercising their 267 
authority in the Keys of the KINGDOM, they are calling the 268 
remnant to prayer and fasting—the PRIESTS and KINGS unto 269 
GOD are standing in their PLACE before the THRONE of the 270 
ALMIGHTY and casting down every accusation Satan has used to 271 
gain influence in the land, and TAKING BACK all the PLACE they 272 
have given SATAN in this land, and SWINGING THE SWORD 273 
OF THE SPIRIT against every LIE Satan has used to keep the 274 
people stupefied in darkness— 275 
We prayed earnestly that God would EXPOSE the EVIL that He 276 
would turn on the LIGHT OF TRUTH and Show the American 277 
people the TRUTH about ABORTION and the TRUTH about 278 
CORRUPTION—and it's a fight—spiritually, and physically, but 279 
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with GOD ON OUR SIDE—I know the arrogance of some and the 280 
ignorance of others who proudly say, GOD IS NOT ON 281 
ANYONE'S SIDE—: "If it had not been the LORD Who was ON 282 
OUR SIDE, now may Israel say; if it had not been the LORD Who 283 
was ON OUR SIDE, when men rose up against us: then they had 284 
swallowed us up quick, when their wrath was kindled against us … 285 
then the proud … had gone over our soul" (Psalm 124:1-5). 286 
And I know the seducing spirits that teach doctrines of Devils 287 
hasten to their attack: oh, well, that's about Israel. I love Israel—in 288 
fact, I am connected very directly to Abraham, I'm one of his 289 
kids—we who are of faith, the Bible says, "the same are the children 290 
of Abraham" (Galatians 3:7). Paul explained we believing Gentiles 291 
have been cut from our "wild olive tree" and grafted into the "good 292 
olive tree," this is the mystery of Christian love for Israel—we are 293 
connected to Israel. Peter said of us, "Which in time past were not a 294 
people, but ARE NOW THE PEOPLE OF GOD: which had not 295 
obtained mercy, but NOW HAVE OBTAINED MERCY" (I Peter 296 
2:10). 297 
And those things that happened to the Old Testament saints, and 298 
that were written down happened and were written down 299 
ESPECIALLY FOR US UPON WHOM THE ENDS OF THE 300 
WORLD ARE COME (I Corinthians 10:11).  301 
I read in Scripture God repeatedly declaring He would do this or 302 
that great thing in the earth that men may know that He is GOD. 303 
And that He would do this or that in the earth among the 304 
kingdoms of men for HIS NAME's SAKE. And I asked, have you 305 
no stake in this battle for America? Have you no interest in 306 
showing us that THOU ART GOD? And He said, Indeed, I have a 307 
NAME yet in the EARTH, and I have a REMNANT that is MINE! 308 
And I said, O GOD, for YOUR NAME's SAKE, and to LET MEN 309 
KNOW THAT THOU ART GOD — deliver us from these 310 
unreasonable and wicked people. 311 
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For the DEMOCRATS have cast off your name, the DEMOCRATS 312 
have blasphemed you, and repudiated you—BE THOU, O GOD on 313 
OUR SIDE!  314 
For truly, there is today NO OTHER SIDE FOR HIM TO TAKE. 315 
The demoncrats have sold themselves to Satan. 316 
Did not David ask IS THERE NOT A CAUSE? And did not that 317 
young man with sling and stone charge directly at the GIANT 318 
declaring the NAME OF THE LORD? 319 
Hey, king, and priest unto God! Go before God among His priests 320 
and petition HIM for a major intervention into this battle for 321 
AMERICA — and as KINGS unto GOD and Ambassadors for 322 
CHRIST—the KING of kings and LORD of Lords — charge the 323 
gates of hell swinging the SWORD of the SPIRIT which is the 324 
WORD OF GOD and expose the lies — SEND FORTH THE 325 
REPOOF of the SPIRIT upon the CONSCIENCE of men—and 326 
deliver the TERMS OF SURRENDER TO KING JESUS — repent, 327 
and believe on the LORD JESUS CHRIST — confess He is LORD, 328 
believe HE AROSE and LIVES and SITS UPON HIS THRONE in 329 
HEAVEN with POWER over HEAVEN and EARTH — and call 330 
upon HIS NAME for salvation! 331 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 332 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 333 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 334 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 335 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 336 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 337 
lights off? 338 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 339 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 340 
email. 341 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 342 
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God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 343 


